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Nepal 1983
Brian Hall
Photographs 64 - 65

I t occurs to me that there is a growing trend for Himalayan climbing to become a
lottery. The game of getting permission for a mountain; research and local
knowledge reveal a multitude of good objectives, but getting permission is the
stumbling block. It has always been a problem but it did not seem too bad when
the peak was 'olT limits', and nobody else could climb your wonderful line.
Recently, with more peaks permitted, the problem is other teams. So many
expeditions apply for peaks in Nepal each season that there are not enough
moun tains to go round. As a result the peak you actually climb is usually different
from the one you originally wanted to. Choosing an objective has become a
lottery depending on what is available unless extremely long-term plans are
mad~. Other nations appear to have it more organised, often visiting Nepal to

arrange a mountain well in advance. Agents are a great help but finally deciding
what objective to go for from what is available can only be made by expedition
members. Yet the development of the Himalaya is being hindered by the need 101'
permission. On the other hand without control it would be chaos, not only on the
mountains but also in the local communities and the environment. The long
term answer is not clear, the only certainty being that Himalayan climbing will
become increasingly popular.

Climbing development is unprecedented. vVhat were thought of as routes of
the distant future are being done now, quite often in good style, and the top
climbers of most countries are trying to climb in smaller groups without oxygen
or Sherpa support. Since 1981 a few expeditions stand out; the incredible nine
bivi alpine style ascent by the Yugoslavs ofDhaulagiri I S face, the French on the
\'\' face ofManaslu, the Japanese on the Central Pillar ofAnnapurna I S face, the
Russians on the SVV face of Everest, the Poles on the W face ofMakalu and the
Japanese finally climbing the 'Pear' on Dhaulagiri. There seems to have been a
singular lack of British success in the high mountains of Nepal.

The fourth official Nepalese winter season failed to impress the mountain
eenng world. 1 cannot see winter climbing in the Himalaya being very successful
unless some dramatic changes in equipment occur. In addition it generally needs
more money than other seasons as organising base-camp is rather complicated
and on the mountain the extreme cold and high winds makes fixed ropes and
camps essential: ie big expedition tactics just when we thought we were getting
rid of them! The only successes were, a Japanese-Nepalese trip to Keryolung
(669Im), Pumori (7145m) by the south Koreans and.theJapanese on Everest,
but although Kato reached the summit he died on the descent.

The Himalayan winter is a time of extreme hardship, and this provides an
exciting challenge in the mountains but success will be rare and then only hard
won, with accidents common. I hope the less well equipped Sherpas will not take
the brunt of these accidents.
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64 ilnnapuma J. The SE Pillar rises liiJt centre. The E Ridge is to the n~~ht Photo: Sick K,kus



65 Nortltjace!!l Gangapllma (745411l) showing Ihe Slolleniall ROllle climbed 011 271h. Oclober 1983. Camp 1is al c. 5550m, Camp 2al C. 61()Om Photo; tn",·l)lltl~
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Pre-monsoon '83 was rather undistinguished, although Messner climbed his
tenth eight-thousander when he climbed a new route on the SW face/ridge ofCho
-Oyu (8153m) In a very fast time. Everest and Kangchenjunga were both climbed
without oxygen. Again there was little success for British teams although the
growing interest in climbing by the services was marked by a well organised team
climbing Manaslu North (7154).

The moral of the post-monsoon season was that Himalayan climbing is very
dangerous and it is not just the British who are the victims of these accidents.
Between 8-13 October six mountaineers lost their lives on Everest, Churen
Himal and Chobuje. Extremely bad conditions on Annapurna I S face forced the
Yugoslavs to withdraw.

The 8th ofOctober was a busy day on Everest as three expeditions reached the
top. First were three members of the American expedition making the first ascent
of the E face from Tibet, using oxygen. Second were two Japanese who had
followed the route near the S Pillar to the ridge not far above the south col (same
as the Americans in 1981), they did not use oxygen though the Americans steps
high on the mountain obviously helped. Unfortunately a Sherpa died near the
summit. Third was a small.Japanese expedition (4 high altitude climbers plus
doctor and two Sherpas). Three reached the summit via the south col without the
use of oxygen, Endo returned but Hiroshi Yoshino and Hironbu Kamuro fell to
their deaths. Tragedy struck again, this time on Annapurna 3 at 6300m, when
Rob U ttley died of pneumonia. Rob was one of the best of the new generation of
British Alpinists and he will be missed sadly. Over on Makalu the talented New
Zealand climber Bill Denz and the Australian Mark Moorhead were killed on
Peter Hillary's West Pillar trip.

But the season was not one of total disaster, especially for the Frenchman
Beghin who made the first solo of Kangchenjunga. This was only the fifth solo
ascent of an 8000m mountain after Messner on Nanga Parbat and Everest,
Hironobu Kamuro on Dhaulagiri and Jerry Kukueazkos on Makalu. Naturally
none of these used oxygen. Yugoslavs Belak, Kozjek, Krogar and Tratnik were
successful on Gangapurna, reaching the summit on 27 October. They discovered
a hidden cwm under the N face above Camp I.

1983 was not a great year in Nepal, with too many accidents and most
successful trips being on existing routes, although the trend towards the use of
lightweight tactics is encouraging.
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Guidelines for Expeditions and Travellers in Nepal

GENERAL GUIDELINES

The Mount Everest Foundation

Nepal is a country ofgreat variety and historical interest. It has far more to offer
than just mountains and scenery. Its links with Britain (for instance the service of
the martial tribes in the Gurkha regiments) go back to the time ofthe Honourable
East India Company. Nepal is an independent kingdom (originally many
separate kingdoms) which was never over-run by the Moslem invasions of the
twelfth century and was never governed from Delhi. Nor did it, like the princely
states oflndia and Pakistan, owe allegiance to the British crown. Notonly did the
country retain full freedom in the management of its own affairs, it remained
strictly closed to Western visitors, much more so than Tibet, and even the BritiSh
Resident at the Court of Nepal was not fre~ to travel outside the confines of the
Kathmandu valley.

Mountaineers tend to think of Nepal in terms of the hill people, whether the
Gurungs, Magars and other tribes ofMongol origin who serve in the Gurkhas, or
the Sherpas. But the dominant people of Nepal are mostly descended from the
Rajputs who migrated into Nepal in the 17th and 18th centuries and gradually
unified the country under the Shah dynasty of Gorkha. Since about 1840 the
main influence was that of the Rana family which provided the hereditary prime
minister and the bulk of the ruling class in an essentially feudal society.

In 1950 the Rana regime was overthrown and since then the country which is
poor in natural resources has been struggling to compress into decades the
political evolution and economic development which western countries have
achieved over the centuries. Nepal has also had to steer a careful course to avoid
dominance by either of its great neighbours India and China. Another ofNepal's
characteristics is its great diversity of tribal languages and customs, resulting in
part from the isolation of tribal groups caused by the extreme difficulty of travel
across t!le grain of the country. In the main, it is a Hindu country though the
Sherpas, having ethnic links with Tibet, are ofcourse Buddhist.

Since 1950 considerable quantities of foreign aid have beeen given to Nepal
and members of aid agencies, bilateral and international, have been active in
Kathmandu and elsewhere, but for many of the country people the main contact
with the outside world has come through mountaineers and, in their wake, the
trekkers. Some of these contacts have been helpful and certainly they have
brought money into the popular mountain areas, but others have been harmful,
tending to undermine the traditions of village life and contributing also to the
environmental damage which is being brought about by such factors as techno
logical development and pressure of population increase leading to overgrazing,
cultivation ofun terraced slopes, deforestation and soil erosion.

In an attempt to guard against these difficulties, H.M. Government of Nepal
has created national parks and has introduced regulations of which all
mountaineers must inform themselves. Copies are available for all MEF
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supported expeditions. While to experienced climbers the regulations may seem
fussy and tiresome, it is a condition of MEF support that they be properly
observed.
Govemment regulations and dealings with qfficial agencies.
The first need is to obtain copies of the government regulations governing
mountaineering and trekking issued by the Ministry of Tourism and the Nepal
Mountaineering Association. Copies of these are held by BMC and by AC
Library, but it cannot be guaranteed that these are up to date, and you should
obtain the latest issues from your agent in Kathmandu. The use of an agent is
obligatory and lists are held by the organisations just mentioned; most British
parties use either Mountain Travel (PO Box 170, Kathmandu) or Sherpa
Co-operative Kamal Pokhari (PO Box 1138 Kathmandu). The agent will book
your peak, hire Sardar and porters, advise on costs, timetable and equipment,
and act as your representative. In the preparatory phase remember that the post
to Kathmandu can be slow. Do not send valuables by post.

In addition to their necessary dealings with H.M. Government of Nepal,
British expeditions should also sign on at the British Embassy and leave a note of
their next ofkin.

For all these official visits it is essential to have a set of presentable clothes
eg decent trousers and open-necked shirt in summer, clean jersey in winter.
Insurance, finance, rescue costs.
Insurance ofLiaison Officer and Sardar and porters is prescribed in the Nepalese
regulations. Insurance of expedition members against accident and illness must
be arranged in advance in UK, normally through the BMC brokers who will
quote premiums when they know the composition of the party and its objectives.
This insurance should also cover rescue costs - cover for US $4000 is the normal
practice.

(The Embassy has to ensure that immediate payment can be made before the
Army will provide an aircraft).

Make sure before leaving UK that you know your financial commitments and
have sufficient funds to cover them. Note that banking transactions take longer
than in UK.
Communications and dealings with the Liaison Officer, Sardar and porters.
The BMC has a useful publication 'Guidelines for Nepal Himal Expeditions',
based on notes by Michael Cheney. This covers general questions of expedition
planning and conduct, especially communication and relations with Sardar and
porters.

Nowadays most Sherpas (and some other porters) have some English,
especially the younger men who have been to Hillary's schools; nevertheless,
even a small vocabulary of Gurkhali words and phrases can be invaluable (see
Ref. 11), but mountaineers who will also wish to climb in India and Pakistan may
prefer to tackle Hindi or Urdu. The three languages are·all related, but Gurkhali,
more often called Nepali, is oflittle use in India and none in Pakistan.
Medical precautions and mountain sickness.
Medical facilities are sparse in the highlands of Nepal but expert advice may be
obtained from the Mountain Medicine Data Centre, c/o Dr. Charles Clarke,
Department ofNeurological Sciences, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London EC I.
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Preparations include ensuring that your party is reasonably fit, and that drugs
taken and allergies are known. Immunisation, currently against TAB, cholera,
polio, and y-globulin is recommended, but international regulations are subject
to change.

Acute mountain sickness is so common above 4000m that it is to be expected.
Careful acclimatisation is therefore essential. (See Ref. 8 and the article 'Acute
Mountain Sickness' in this issue). Do not rush the approach march and be aware
of the problems AMS can cause. Diamox, a drug used to prevent AMS is often
useful but needs to be prescribed by a doctor. Gastro-enteritis and diarrhoea are
usually caused by infected water supplies. Boil or sterilise all water, if possible,
everywhere in Nepal.

In Kathmandu expert medical advice may (in emergency only) be obtained
from Dr.John Dickinson, at the new Patan Hospital and from Dr. Peter Hackett,
Himalayan Rescue Association, PO Box 495.
Note on maps
Up to date maps ofNepal are only available for limited areas. The two sheet map
published by the Ministry ofDefence (I :506,880) is out of print, but copies may
be seen at the RGS and the AC Library: The old survey of India maps at
I :253,440 are at least 30 years old and are not available for purchase but may be
consulted at map Libraries including the RGS, and may be copied by Xerox
machine for which a charge is made.

A more recent coverage at I :250,000 is provided by the sheets published by the
US Army under reference U502 (15 sheets). These sheets may be seen at the RGS
but may not be photo-copied. Black and white copies of the 196'1 edition of this
map (very hard to interpret) may however be purchased from West Col
Productions, Goring, Reading, Berks, RG8 9AA. The same source can also
supply copies of the excellent FNH series of maps (7 at I:50,000) covering Sola
Khumbu and adjoining regions.

Lastly, there is the RGS map ofthe Mount Everest region (I: 100,000) available
at £5.

Information on roads and communications is best sought from Tourist maps,
which can be purchased in Kathmandu.
Expedition planning
Advice on food, clothing and other aspects ofexpedition planning may be sought
from the Expedition Planning Centre at the Royal Geographical Society.
Environmental problems and related matters
Wood is the only indigenous fuel available in Nepal and population growth
combined with tourism has led to most serious deforestation which in turn causes
erosion damage. In consequence, the use ofwood as fuel is altogether forbidden
in the Everest and Langtang National Parks; expeditions to these areas must
carry in their own fuel, eg paraffin or gas. In other areas there is no formal ban but
the shortage is such that firewood should not be used. In yet other valleys, dead
wood is reasonably available, but no expeditions should rely on wood as their
main fuel as was done in the past. The agent will be able to give more specific
advice. (It must be admitted that these regulations are sometimes flouted by
porters, but the problem is a real one, and extravagant fires must always be
avoided).
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Ensure through the Sardar that all rubbish is either buried, carried out or
burnt, though in some of the poorest areas much packaging can be given away.
Human excrement must be buried. Camp sites should be left as you would wish
to find them.

Nepalese Government rules lay down quite heavy penalties for infringement of
the regulations designed to protect the environment. In any event it should be a
point of honour with mountaineering parties to give an example in their
behaviour and to be punctilious in protecting the environment.

In the extreme case of flagrant breach of the rules, sponsors and supporting
organisations such as MEF/BMC could be held responsible and the prospects of.
future British expeditions could be jeopardised. The members of offending
expeditions would be unlikely to receive further support from MEF sources.

DETAILED NOTES FOR EXPEDITIONS

MikeCheney

The current Mountaineering Rules of His Majesty's Government of Nepal date
from 1979. They are out ofdate in some details and are shortly to be amended, if
not for the Spring 1984 Season, then for the Autumn Season. The amendments
are sure to make Nepal Himalaya expeditions more expensive; the following
changes are expected. (Note that these figures are not official).
- A twofold increase in present Royalty rates. Likely increases are:

Everest
Other 8000m Peak
Other Peaks

Up to Rs 25,000
Up to Rs 18,000
Up to Rs 2,000

from Rs 15,000
from Rs 14,000
on present rates.

A provision making it mandatory to employ at least 3 persons at Base-Camp
in addition to the liaison officer. These 3 persons may be a Sardar and two
Base-Camp workers, who would be designated cook and mail-runner. There
would therefore be four persons to clothe and equip according to the present
rules.
Salaries of those to be employed will probably be increased as follows:

Liaison Officer
Sardar
Cook

Base-Camp Worker

Up to Rs 50
Up to Rs 60 to 70
Up to Rs 40 to 50

Up to Rs 35

from Rs 40
from Rs40
(especially for
expeditions ofmore
than 3 or 4 members)
from Rs 25

Cost qf Porters. It would be wise to budget for paying porters Rs 40 per day from
day ofleaving Kathmandu to arrival at Base-Camp, including any layover days.
Usually the best way ofarranging porterage is by contract; it is mutually agreed
that it is, say, 8 days from Road-head to Base-Camp. Porter receives Rs 40 X 8 =
Rs 320 plus bonus of say Rs 30, total Rs 350 per load safely delivered to
Base-Camp - no 'return' pay.
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Rs 12,000
Rs 10,000

Cash in Lieu iifClothing Issue. I t is normally possible to negotiate to pay cash instead
of the prescribed clothing and equipment, especially to the Sherpas.

However the liaison officer should always be supplied with the major items of
the clothing and equipment listed. It would be wise to negotiate amounts that
may be well in advq.nce with the expedition's Nepal Agent.

Cash Payment in 1984 may be about:
Sardar and High Altitude porter
Base-Camp Worker

Somewhat more for winter expeditions.

Cost 0]compulsory insurance]or Nepalese employees.

Compensation
Liaison Officer Rs 150,000 @ 1%
Sardar Rs 100,000 @ 1%
High Altitude porter Rs 75,000 @ 1%
Base-Camp worker Rs 50,000 @ 1%

(At current rate 0] exchange'SI = NER Rs: 21)

Premium
Rs 1,500
Rs 1,000
Rs 750
Rs 500

US $ 970
US $ 1,335

Rs 2,500
Rs4,000
Rs 7,000

55
28

US$
US$

Insurance may be obtained outside Nepal, careful shopping around may result in
somewhat lower premiums than the Nepal rates. In Nepal insurance is arranged
by Rastriya Beema Sansthan (National Insurance Corporation).

Import 0] equipment. It is not mandatory to import into Nepal equipment and
stores, it is not mandatory to obtain an import licence.

It is reasonable to expect that it is acceptable to Nepal Customs for a climber to
come to Nepal with, say, two large kitbags ofgear and not to pay import duty on
the same. But to do this it is necessary to declare one is a Tourist Trekker coming
to Nepal to have a climbing holiday, climbing a 'Trekking Peak.'

Ifan import licence is necessary the expedition should seek the aid and advice
of its Nepal Agent well in advance concerning procedures and amount of duty
likely to be levied.

Walkie Talkie Radios should be left at home, unless considered essential. A
special import licence must be obtained; to import radios is not expensive in cash
- only in time, effort and general hassle.

Road/Air transport in Nepal. Cost ofRoad and Air travel in Nepal in 1984 is likely to
be as follows:

Road Transport: Cost of bus to carry whole expedition, members, staff, some
porters and all stores and equipment:
Kathmandu-Pokhara/Gorkha
To Road head, near Jiri, for Everest
To Road head (HILE), for Kanchenjunga & Makalu

- Flight Costs: Twin Otter (pay load average 800kg) Charter cost:
To Lukla
To Tumlingtar

- Schedule Flights:
To Lukla (foreign national)

(Nepalese national)
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To Tumlingtar (foreign national) US $ 35
(Nepalese national) US $ 25

Service Charges. To be paid to Nepal Expedition Agent for services provided.
Obviously a matter to be negotiated between the Expedition and their Agent.

As a general rule the scale ofService Charges may be:
For small and Alpine style expedition: about US $ 100:00 per member.
For large expedition requiring import licence: US $ 1,000:00 to 1,500:00.

Some agents may charge a percentage ofthe total Tepal costs ofthe expedition.
Some agents offer a Contract Service, charging a flat rate per kg for delivering

expedition equipment and stores to Base-Camp and a daily rate for members;
this is usually an expensive way ofgetting to Base-Camp, but can be suitable for
'commercial' expeditions.
Cancellations. It must sometimes happen that after receiving both permission
and paying 50% of the Royalty an expedition cannot be continued (shortage of
funds is a common reason). In such cases the expedition's Nepal Agent must be
informed as soon as possible. The Agent can then officially cancel the expedition
with Ministry ofTourism.

If an expedition cannot be continued there are two alternatives to outright
cancellation:

Come to Nepal anyway, cancel the official expedition, but obtain permission
for one of the Trekking Peaks. There are some very challenging climbs on the
Trekking Peaks.
Request permission to postpone the expedition to the following season, or for
one full year. The Ministry of Tourism is sympathetic to such requests and
may even allow the advance payment to be transferred to the new season.
Under no circumstances should an expedition arrive in Tepal and then go ofT
and make an illegal attempt on the peak they have permission for, ie without
paying the second halfof the Royalty, accepting a liaison officer or obtaining
cover for Nepalese employees.

Although His Majesty's Government is slow to catch up with illegal climbing,
when they do the results could be serious. For persons concerned, banned from
Nepal for 5 years and perhaps a fine amounting to the Royalty payment, but
more seriously, action may be taken against the British Mountaineering Council,
as sponsor for British expeditions.
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Riferences and Usiful Addresses

* I. The Sherpas of Nepal,
Christoph von Furer
Haimendorf.
John Murray 1964.

*2. The Gurkhas,
W. Brock Northey &

C. J. Morris.
John Lane Bodley Head 1928

*3. Plant Hunting in Nepal.
Roy Lancaster.
Crook Helm Ltd. 1981 £8.95.

*4. epal and the Gurkhas,
H.M.S.G. 1965.

5. Forests of Nepal,
J. B. A. Stainton.
John Murray 1972

*6. A Guide to Trekking in Nepal,
Stephen Bezruchka.
Cordee, Leicester 1981 £4.95.

*7. The Snow Leopard,
Peter Matthiessen,
Viking & Bartam 1978

*8. Going High,
Charles Houston
Published by the Author,
77 Ledge Rd,
Burlington, Vermont, USA. $10

*9. Many people come looking,
looking.
Galen Rowell.
George Alien and Unwin,
1980 £15.

10. Birds of Nepal.
Robert L. Fleming (Senior and
Junior).
Avalot Press, Bombay.

11. Basic Gurkhali.
M. Meerendonk,
Bailey Bros. and Swinfen,
\'\Iamer House,
Folkestone, Kent.

*12. Nepal Nameste.
Robert Rieffel,
Sahayogi Press, Kathmandu.
(Sometimes available at
Hatchards).

* - In Alpine Club Library.

Royal Geographical Society,
I Kensington Gore,

London SW7 2AR

A.C. Library,
74 South Audley Street,

London W 1Y 5FF

B.M.C., Crawford House,
Booth Street East,

Manchester, M 13 9RZ

British Nepal Society,
clo Mrs. Brown,
1 Alien Mansions, Alien Street,
London W8 6UY
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Some Considerations on Himalayan Winter Climbing

Adrian Burgess

I. The strongest winds generally come from the west and south, therefore route
selection and aspect is worth considering because jet-stream winds can stop
movement on the mountain altogether.

2. The height of the mountain is more critical in winter because the winds are
worst above 6400rn (21 ,OOOf"t) and a disproportionately higher success rate
can be found on mountains of up to this height.

3. Routes passing nearby or through cols are much more windy. Cols can funnel
winds around onto slopes which normally would be considered to be in the
lee of the mountain.

4. When the wind direction changes from SW to N there is often one day of
good, calm weather but the northerly winds never seem to last for many days.

5. Although occasional snowstorms can occur in early December they are
rarely very heavy and the first three weeks ofDecember are normally the best
for climbing. However, if there is an early snowstorm it can hinder (ie put up
the price of) getting to base-camp.

6. November weather is normally sunny and dry and the Nepalese government
does not seem to mind expeditions preparing a Camp I (the higher the
better) before December providing no-one occupies it- and even this may
depend upon the Liaison Officer who may be looking forward to the New
Year in Kathmandu.

7. When requiring porters to take the expedition to base-camp beware of the
Tihar Festival around the beginning of November (changing a little each
year). It is like trying to coax a westerner to work at Christmas.

8. Because expeditions are better completed before 24 December there is not a
lot of time to acclimatise while on the mountain and previous acclimatisation
is advisable; possibly on a nearby trekking peak.

9. When getting porters for the return journey, consider that a heavy snowfall
might trap the expedition if a high pass has to be crossed (eg returning from
Makalu).

10. Ice-caves are best used when making camps on the mountain. Only very
strong tents will resist the winds above 6400m and living in them can be
worse than miserable.

11. One-piece down suits are the best form of outer clothing in very windy
conditions.

12. The short, cold days of winter seem to make the climbing much more tiring
than at other times of the year.

13. Christmas is a time when most people like to be with their families and so
climbers have to be very highly motivated.

14. Climbing sherpas find It more difficult to rationalise extreme winds and lor
this reason are better when climbing below the windy zones than actually
climbing in them. For them, frostbite is more likely to lead to amputation, so
they are hesitant to commit themselves to long days in the wind.
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